


§ Harder Side
§ Cream (Eric Clapton)

§ “Sunshine of Your Love”

§ Softer Side
§ Elton John

§ “Rocket Man” 

§ Both Influenced by Early British Blues Based Rock
§ The Yardbirds (Jeff Beck)



§ Heavy Metal is a type of rock music that developed in the late 1960s 
and early 1970s, largely in the United Kingdom.

§ Roots:
§ Blues Rock
§ Psychedelic Rock
§ Art Rock



§ Vocal – High Pitched, Screaming, Sometimes on Pitch

§ Lyrics centered on mystical references to the soul, fantasy, insanity

§ Repetitive Guitar Riffs often with Distortion.

§ Music projects Anger, Defiance, Aggression

§ CONSISTANT SOUND

§ The Early Heavy Metal of the 1970s does not sound significantly different from 1987



§ Deep Purple
§ “Smoke on the Water” (Thick, Heavy Chords)

§ Led Zepplin
§ “Whole Lotta Love” (The Vocal Quality of the Singing)

§ Black Sabbath (Ozzy Osbourne)
§ “Iron Man”

§ Osbourne Solo Albums
§ “Bark at the Moon”
§ “Crazy Train”



§ Alice Cooper
§ Highly theatrical stage act that consisted of: 

§ Violence
§ The Occult
§ Sadomasochism
§ Animal Abuse

§ “Schools Out”

§ Kiss
§ Theatrics and Makeup:
§ “Lick It up”





§ Glam Metal: a sub-genre of heavy metal, features pop-influenced hooks, guitar riffs, 
and fashion from the 1970s glam rock era. ( also known as Hair Bands)

§ Mötley Crüe
§ “Kickstart My Heart”

§ Twisted Sister
§ “We’re Not Gonna Take it”

§ Poison
§ ”Nothin’ But a Good Time”

§ Guns N’ Roses
§ “Welcome to the Jungle”



§ Thrash Metal: an extreme subgenre of Heavy Metal Music, combining complex 
guitar stylings with the speed and agression of hardcore punk.

§ Characteristics:
§ Fast Percussive Beats (inclusion of the Double-Pedal Bass Drum)
§ Low-Register Guitar Riffs
§ Overlaid Shredding-Style Lead Guitar lines

§ Representative Bands: (The Big Four)
§ Metallica “Master of Puppets”
§ Megadeth “Symphony of Destruction”
§ Anthrax “Medusa”
§ Slayer ”Angel of Death”



§ The Group of the mid-1980s – 1990s
§ Has Won 9 Grammy Awards
§ 6 Studio albums debuted number one on the Billboard 200
§ No. 61 of Rolling Stones list of 100 Greatest Artists of All Time
§ One of the first Heavy Metal Bands to produce a Top 40 Single “One”

§ “One” - Has few of the Characteristics of typical thrash metal music, but show the depth the 
groups musicality.

§ “Enter Sandman” 



§ In 2000, Metallica led the case against the peer-to-peer file 
sharing service Napster.   The first case that involved an artist suing a P2P software 
company

§ The band and several other artists filed lawsuits against the service for sharing 
their copyright-protected material without consent.

§ Lars Ulrich (drummer) testified before the US Senate Judiciary Committee

§ After reaching a settlement, Napster became a pay-to-use service in 2003. $10 
million payout.



§ Grunge (Seattle Sound) - a subgenre of Alternative Rock that emerged during the 
mid-1980s and gained popularity during the 1990s.

§ Musical Elements:
§ Heavily Distorted Electric Guitar 
§ Contrasting Song Dynamics
§ “Growling” vocals and apathetic or angst-filled lyrics
§ Aesthetic was stripped down compared with other forms of rock - unkempt appearance, 

rejection of theatrics



§ Grunge - VH1 Special

§ Groups of the Genre:
§ Nirvana - “Smells Like Teen Spirit”
§ Pearl Jam - “Even Flow”



§ Most grunge bands had disbanded or faded from view by the late 1990s

§ Their influence continues to affect modern rock music

§ The Decline of Grunge Music:
§ - Bands Broke up or were assimilated into Mainstream Rock

§ Peal Jam, Soundgarden,

§ - Nirvana’s Kurt Cobain committed suicide at the age of 27 in 1994


